GUIDE RECIPE
PRODUCT NAME: FOAMING BATH BUTTER - (CRYSTAL OPC) COSMETIC BASE – 24129, 24051
Date: September 02, 2022
Follow these steps below to create a range of tailored Foaming Bath Butter products using
Crystal OPC.
•
•
•
•
•

Crystal OPC - Foaming Bath Butter - Slice into small chunks
Fragrance if you wish
Add dried Botanicals, Sugar or Salt if you wish
Electric mixer
Tub/Container

➢ Open / Cut: Simply open the packaging, safely cut the Crystal OPC - Foaming Bath Butter soap
base into smaller cubes, doing this will make the soap easier to handle and whip.
➢ Add: Cut your Foaming Bath Butter into chunks and place into a mixing bowl. You can now add a
wide range of ingredients, such as Essential Oils, Salts, Sugar, Fragrances, Colors, Botanicals and
Additives to customize your finished product. Simply add these to the soap base.
➢ Mix: Begin to whip the product gently, gradually increasing the speed of the mixing head.
Continue to do so for approx. 20-30 minutes, ensuring that any fragrance, additives you have
added are evenly distributed throughout the whipped foaming bath butter base
➢ Remove: Once you are happy with the consistency of the product simply scoop out and fill your
tubs. We recommend using wide body scrub tubs for this product as the base is too viscous for
tubes and squeezable applications.
➢ Create: Once the product is filled and settled, you are ready to go. Crystal OPC / Foaming Bath Butter
is a versatile product that allows you to create a wide range of scrubs, and whips.

Disclaimer & Caution
Please refer to all relevant technical information specific to the product, prior to use. The information contained in this document is obtained from current and
reliable sources. New Directions Aromatics Inc. provides the information contained herein, but makes no representation as to its comprehensiveness or
accuracy. Individuals receiving this information must exercise their independent judgment in determining its appropriateness for a particular purpose. The
user of the product is solely responsible for compliance with all laws and regulations applying to the use of the products, including intellectual property rights
of third parties. As the ordinary or otherwise use(s) of this product is outside the control of New Directions Aromatics Inc., no representation or warranty,
expressed or implied, is made as to the effect(s) of such use(s), (including damage or injury), or the results obtained. The liability of New Directions Aromatics
Inc. is limited to the value of the goods and does not include any consequential loss. New Directions Aromatics Inc. shall not be liable for any errors or delays
in the content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. New Directions Aromatics Inc. shall not be responsible for any damages resulting from use of or
reliance upon this information. In the event of any dispute, the Customer hereby agrees that Jurisdiction is limited to the province of Ontario, Canada.

